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ABSTRACT 
We show that naturally reductive (indefinite) metrics on homogeneous systems are determined 
by nondegenerate invariant forms of their tangent Lie triple algebras. By using this we obtain the 
decomposition theorem of homogeneous systems. Furthermore, we show that a naturally reductive 
Riemannian homogeneous space is irreducible if and only if its tangent Lie triple algebra is simple. 
INTRODUCTION 
In [2], [3] and [6], we have treated analytic homogeneous systems and their 
tangent Lie triple algebras. The concept of Lie triple algebras, a generalization 
of both of Lie algebras and Lie triple systems, has been introduced early in [ 141 
by K. Yamaguti related with K. Nomizu [12]. It has been called general Lie 
triple system. In this paper, we show that an invariant form I, of a Lie triple 
algebra @ is characterized as a symmetric bilinear form on B invariant with 
respect to the left multiplications and inner derivations of @. This fact leads us 
to the correspondence between nondegenerate invariant forms of the tangent 
Lie triple algebra C&j of a regular homogeneous system (G,t;l) and naturally 
reductive metrics on it. It is shown that the de Rham decomposition with 
respect to a naturally reductive Riemannian metric on a simply connected 
regular homogeneous system is induced from the decomposition of the tangent 
Lie triple algebra into a direct sum of its center and simple ideals so that the 
decomposition does not depend on the choice of such a metric, and this 
Riemannian space is irreducible if and only if its tangent Lie triple algebra is 
simple (Theorem 3). 
1. Let @ be a finite dimensional Lie triple algebra (general Lie triple system 
in the sense of K. Yamaguti [14]) over a field F of characteristic zero. In the 
following, the terminology and notations are all referred to [2]-[S]. 
An invariant form (151) b of @ is a symmetric bilinear form b:@ x @+F 
satisfying the following (B,) and (B,): 
@I) b(XY, 2) + b( r, X2) = 0; 
0%) b(D(X, Y)Z, W) - b(D(Z, W)X, Y) = 0, for X, Y, Z, WE (3, 
where D(X, Y) denotes the inner derivations of @. 
From (B,) we see that an invariant form b of @ satisfies 
033) b(D(X, Y)Z, W) + b(2, D(X, Y) W) = 0. 
Denote by L(@) the Lie subalgebra of End (@I) generated by all left multipli- 
cations L(X): Y+XY of the anti-commutative algebra. In the following, a 
symmetric bilinear form on @ is said to be L(a)-invariant if (B,) holds, and 
D(B), @)-invariant if (B3) holds. 
PROPOSITION 1. A symmetric bilinear form b on 8 is an invariant form if 
and only if it is L(B)-invariant and D(@, @)-invariant. 
PROOF. It suffices to show that (Bz) follows from (B3) under the assumption 
(B,). We set K(X, Y, 2, W) = b(D(X, Y)Z, W) + b((XY)Z, W) for X, Y, Z, WE (3). 
From the axioms of Lie triple algebra it is obvious that the quadrilinear form 
K on @ satisfies the following (K,) and (K,); 
61) mx r,z w)= -RY,x,Z, w, 
Wd GK(X y, 2, W) = 0, 
where e denotes the cyclic sum with respect to X, Y and Z. On the other hand, 
W and 033) imply 
(K3) K(X, r,z, W)= -K(X, r, W,Z). 
Then K(X, Y,Z, W) =K(Z, W,X, Y) is obtained from (K,), (K2) and (K3) 
(Lemma 12.4, p. 68 [l]). Since b((XY)Z, W) = b(XY, ZW) = b((ZW)X, Y) hold, 
(B,) follows. q.e.d. 
REMARK. J. Wolf [13] introduced the concept of invariant forms of Lie triple 
systems: A symmetric bilinear form b on a Lie triple system is an invariant form 
if (B,) and (B3) are satisfied. In the proof of the proposition above it is shown 
that (B,) and (B3) are mutually equivalent in a Lie triple system. 
2. Let (G, q) be a connected analytic geodesic homogeneous system (cf. [6]) 
with a fixed base point e and (9 = T,(G) the tangent Lie triple algebra at e. 
After the manner in [2], G can be regarded as a reductive homogeneous space 
A/K at e with the canonical decomposition ?I = @@R of the Lie algebra of A. 
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Since K is connected, each invariant (indefinite) metric B on G is determined 
by a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form b of @ satisfying 
@;) b(D, -a Y) + WY P, Yl) = 0 
for X, YE @ and DE 9, and it is naturally reductive if and only if it satisfies 
0%) 41x Yl@, 2) + WY Lx, -ad = 0. 
THEOREM 1. A geodesic homogeneous system (G, n) is regular and admits a 
naturally reductive (indefinite) metric B, if and only if the enveloping Lie group 
A = G x K of (G, n) has an invariant (indefinite) metric a such that a(@,, $7) = 0. 
PROOF. If (G, q) is regular, that is, if $ =D(@, @), then the condition (Bi) and 
(B;) above are respectively equivalent to (B,) and (B3) in 0 1. Therefore, any 
naturally reductive metric B on G induces an invariant form b=BJ, on G. 
From Theorem and Proposition 7 in [8] it follows that there exists a non- 
degenerate invariant form a of the standard enveloping Lie algebra 2l=@ 
@D(@, a,) such that a(@, D(@, @)) = 0. Conversely, each nondegenerate 
invariant form a of the Lie algebra II = @@P with a(&, A?) = 0 induces on @ a 
nondegenerate invariant form b. In this case we can show that the Lie algebra 
.Q is coincident with the inner derivation algebra D(@, @), that is, the homo- 
geneous system (G,q) is regular. q.e.d. 
Let B be a naturally reductive (indefinite) metric on a regular homogeneous 
system (G, q) and b the nondegenerate invariant form on @ induced by B. We 
require the following condition for b: 
034) Only ideal .$j of @ satisfying b(.Q 8) = 0 is (0). 
THEOREM 2. Let (G, n) be a simply connected regular homogeneous system 
with a naturally reductive (indefinite) metric B. Assume that the associated 
invariant form b of the tangent Lie triple algebra (3 satisfies the condition (B4) 
above. Then; 
(i) @ is decomposed into a direct sum of ideals mutually orthogonal with 
respect to b; 
where jj is the center of (3 and each C$ (i = 1, . . . , r) is a non-abelian simple 
ideal of 6% 
(ii) The corresponding decomposition of (G,q) in Theorem 4.2 [3-II] 
(G v> = (Go, ro) x (G,, 01) x ..a x (G ~4, 
where (Gj,ni), i=O, 1, . . . . r, are normal subsystems with their tangent Lie 
triple algebras 3 and pi, i= 1 , . . . . r, respectively, induces a product of 
pseudo-Riemannian manifolds (Gi, Bi), i = 0,1, . . . , r. Here, Bi is the 
naturally reductive metrics on Gi determined by bi= blBixai, (Go,no) 
being the abelian subsystem with the flat metric Bo. 
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(iii) These decompositions in (i) and (ii) are unique up to the order, and does 
not depend on the choice of B. 
PROOF. If 8 is an ideal of @, so is the orthogonal complement @‘ with 
respect to b, and we get (5.j = @@$ji’ by (B4). In this case, we have $4’ = (0), 
D($j, @)@,’ = (0) and D(Q, @‘-) = (0). Let &, be a maximal abelian ideal of a). 
Since @,-& = (0) and D(@$, @k)@ = (0) in @ = @&@k, a,, must be contained 
in the center 8 of @ and hence &,=J. By using (BJ repeatedly, we can 
decompose the ideal 3’ into a direct sum of mutually orthogonal minimal 
ideals @, . . . . & of (9). Since @i@j = (0) and D(@, @j) = (0) for i #j, any ideal of 
@iisanidealof@.Thuseach@i(i=l,..., r) is a simple ideal of @ and we get 
(i). Applying Theorem 4.2 [3-II] to this decomposition (i) and let (GO,qo) be 
the abelian homogeneous system corresponding to the center ,jj and (Gj,qi), 
i=l , . . . . r, the normal subsystems whose tangent Lie triple algebras are respec- 
tively &, i= 1, . . . . r. Each (Gi,qi) (i=O, 1, . . . . r) is a simply connected regular 
homogeneous system with the nondegenerate invariant form bi = bl$, oi. 
Clearly, the invariant form b0 = blaxB induces a flat metric on the abelian Lie 
group G,,. For the naturally reductive metrics Bi on Gi, the metric B,, + B1 + 
+ .*. + B, is an invariant metric on G = Go x G, x ..- x G,, which is coincident 
with B on the tangent Lie triple algebra @=~@@r@-*-@&. Therefore, we 
get B=B,+B,+ ... + B, which shows (ii). Once @ is decomposed into a direct 
sum of ideals as in (i), any non-abelian simple ideal $j of @ must be coincident 
with some of &‘s. In fact, let Z=Z,,+Z,+***+Z,, Z~E.& ZiE@i, be an 
element of 8. For Xi, YiE @i, both of XiZ and D(Xj, Z)Y; belong to @fl$j. If 
@in@+(O), then @=@ifl@=@j. If @in@=(O), then XiZ,=O and 
O(Xi, Zi)Yi = 0 which imply Zi E gtl @i = (0). Thus we see that the decompo- 
sition is unique and depends only on the Lie triple algebra (9, that is, (iii) is 
proved. q.e.d. 
3. Assume that B is a naturally reductive Riemannian metric on a simply 
connected regular homogeneous system (G,q). Denote by c’ (resp. J?) the 
Riemannian connection (resp. curvature tensor) of the Riemannian manifold 
(G,B). We apply the formulas for naturally reductive Riemannian homo- 
geneous spaces (cf. 00 36-37 [ll], [12]). For each Xe@= T,(G), let X* denote 
the vector field on G defined by X*(x) = dr,-(e,x)X, XE G. Since (G, q) is 
geodesic, such a vector field is parallel along geodesics passing through the base 
point e. We get ( Vx* Y *), = 0, (fxI Y *), = &5(X) Y and 
Re(X, Y) = iL(XY) - f[L(X), L( Y)] + D(X, Y), 
where L(X)Y= [X, Y], and D(X, Y)Z= [[X, Yla,Z] for X, Y,ZE 8. 
PROPOSITION 2. A subspace 4 is an ideal of 8 if and only if it is an invariant 
subspace of the holonomy group of r at e. 
PROOF. Since c’ is an invariant connection on G, its curvature tensor R” is 
parallel with respect to the canonical connection V and hence &X*, Y*)Z*= 
= (R(X, Y)Z) * holds for X, Y ZE (3). By denoting b(X, Y) =&X, Y), we get 
(c7”z*R)e(x Y)W=([&*,R(x*, Y*)]W*),-(IQ&*X*, Y*)w*), 
- (R(x*, &* Y*)w*), 
= +([L(z), d;(X, Y)] - d(ZX, Y) - b(X, ZY))W. 
Since b(X, Y) belongs to the Lie algebra L(B)) +D(@, a), we see that 
(r&(X, Y; Z) belongs to L(B)) +D(@, a), and, by induction, we have 
(m&(X, y; z,, z,, . . .) Z,) EL(@) + D(B, (3). 
From these facts it follows that the holonomy algebra of r is contained in the 
Lie algebra L(@) + D(@, (3). 
Therefore, if @ is an ideal of (3, then it is holonomy invariant with respect 
to 8. Conversely, suppose that 4 is a holonomy invariant subspace at e in the 
Riemannian manifold (G,B). If X, Y are contained in 4, so is (rx* Y*)e, that 
is, L($),@c@. The orthogonal complement 8’ of $5 (w.r.t. b=B,) is also 
holonomy invariant, and (rx*Y*&=O holds if XE@ and YE.@’ (e.g., 
pp. 119-120 [ll]). Hence, in the decomposition @=@@$j’, we have 
L(@~)$j=(O) (resp. L(@.!$‘=(O)) and so L(@)!$C@ (resp. L(@).!$‘C$“), 
that is, @ is L(B)-invariant. Since &(Q’-, @)@ =Z?&.%, @)i)4’ = (0), we have 
D(X, H)Z = IQX, W)Z - i(XH)Z + iX(HZ) + +H(xz) E .fj 
for HE $5 and X, Z E (3, that is [a, @, @,I C 4. Therefore, $j is an ideal of ($3). 
q.e.d. 
From this proposition we obtain the following; 
THEOREM 3. Let (G, r;l) be a simply connected regular homogeneous system 
with a naturally reductive Riemannian metric B. Then; 
(i) The de Rham decomposition of (G, B) coincides with the decomposition (ii) 
of Theorem 2. 
(ii) This decomposition does not depend on the choice of the metric B. 
(iii) The Riemannian manifold (G, B) is irreducible if and only if the tangent 
Lie triple algebra ~8 is simple. 
PROOF. The condition (BJ in 0 2 is clearly satisfied by the positive-definite 
invariant form b=B, of the tangent Lie triple algebra (3 of (G,q). Hence, 
combining Proposition 2 and Theorem 2, we get the theorem. q.e.d. 
4. In the last two sections we are concerned with the decomposition of 
homogeneous systems by means of the decomposition of their tangent Lie triple 
algebras into direct sums of their simple ideals. In general, this method is valid 
for reductive homogeneous spaces. Let G=A/K be a simply connected 
reductive homogeneous space with the canonical decomposition 3 = a@$?, ad 
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(K)GC@. Then the subspace @ forms a Lie triple algebra, tangent Lie triple 
algebra of A/K, induced from the reductive pair (‘?I,$?) under the operations 
XY= [X, Y]a and D(X, Y) = ad [X, Y],. In the same way as in $ 3 we have (cf. 
also [IO]) 
THEOREM 4. The de Rham decomposition of a simply connected naturally 
reductive Riemannian homogeneous space does not depend on the choice of the 
metric. This Riemannian homogeneous space is irreducible if and only if its 
tangent Lie triple algebra is simple. 
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